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ABSTRACT
The aim of present study in-

cludes working out a detailed des-
cription of the present-day youn-
ger generation pronunciational pe-
culiarities; characterization of the
development tendencies of Stan-
dard Russian sound system; re-
vealing the factors which influence
this development. The study is
based on t e results of the so-
ciophonetic research of the youn-
ger generation speech.

There are two different types of
sound laws. Some of them predict
the realization of the phoneme in
one pOSSible way: synchronistically
the word or the morpheme can be
pronounced correctly only in a one
sound form ([Bakna] 'water', [iipyic]
frzendMetc.) The change of the
pronunCiation standard is connec-
ted with the phonetic regularities
of a different type which describe
the facts of synchronistic coexis—
tence of pronunciation variants.
For. example, [8'3"]Cua and
[BM ]c1lta spring', 6 JLO[I_LIH]OJl and
6114?” i-i]a.n ('bakery), n[o]3m and
n[a ]3m ‘poet’, etc. The variability
of the pronuciation of the words is
usually a stage in the transition
from one nonvariable sound law to
another. The present study is
concentrated on the description of
the sound variants.

Such variants may occur be-
cause of their belonging to diffeo
rent .pro‘nunciation sub-systems:
socmlinguistic ones (chronological
local or sex) and language ones
(connected with phonetic peculia-
rities of such groups of words as
borrowmgs, proper names, functio-
eltacl) words, terms, interjections,

Most of the available information

about modern Russian pronuncia—
tion is based on the results of the
investigations which were held in
the middle of the century [1;.4;6].
A new generation has grown
Since that time and there is no
doubt that their pronunciation
differs from the one of the
preceding generation.

In _order to fix a "young" pro-
nunc1ation standard the socio-
phonetic study of the speech of
the younger generation was car—
ried out [3]. It is based on the
data obtained from different expe-
riments: tape-recordings of speci-
ally composed texts read aloud
(200 informants); responses to
written questionnaires (1000 infor—
mants); the tape-recorded inter-
Views (200 informants). Speakers
were selected on the basis of de-
mographic characteristics: all of
them were Muscovites, their pa-
rents also came from Moscow; the

sample includes young men and
women (born in 1965-73), who

studied in different Moscow uni—
verSiti'es. All speakers used the
Standard form of Russian.

'The comparison of two chronolo-
gical subsystems - the present—day
younger generation pronunciation
peculiarities and the sound speech
of the preceding generation consti—
tute the major focus of this paper.

CONSONANTS
. The main development tendency

IS the complication of consonant

system, which is reflected in de—

crease of positional dependence of
sounds [5, 336-343; 6, 442-—446].

The process of overcoming soft-

ness of the sounds in the position

before‘the soft consonant. In the
beginning of the century the soft-
ness of the consonant before the
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soft sound was obligatory: io[n'i<' u

('skirts'), ua .aa[M'ii']e ('on t e

lamp'), 1¢e[r'13']epe ('Thursday'), etc.

The studies of the speech of the

middle of the century showed that

consonant groups realized in three

different ways: 1) for some

sounds the old law is still workin :

dental+soft dental (M0[c"r']u1c 'litt e

bridge'); [Ht] + q'], Imz'] 6a a6a[ii‘—

q']u1c 'litte rum, (”celfluli'1u‘fla
'woman'); 2) for some consonant

groups a new law became obliga-

tory: the sound is always hard

before the soft consonant: labial +

soft back lingual (/ta[riic']u 'paws‘),

etc; 3) most of consonant groups

allow variants in realization: dental

+ soft labial ([n'B']epb and [na'lepb

'door'; labial+soft labial o 6o[M file
and o 60[M6']e 'about t e bomb);

dental or labial+[j] ([c'ja]xamb and

[cj3]xamb 'go down, [B'jy12a and

[Bjy]2a 'snow storm') [1; 4; 5; 6].

The results of our experiments

show that in younger generation

standard overcoming of assimila-

tion affected even such consonant

groups which "opposed" this pro-

cess longer than others (dental +

dental). It is possible to assume

that the process of overcoming

assimilation has achieved a new

stage. For different consonant

groups this process started in a

different time. What contributed

to the unevenness of this process

was the fact that some positions

Supported the pronunciation of a

soft sound and some of them - the

pronunciation of a hard one. The

obtained data show that there is a

contrast in behavior of consonants

before the soft sound in a “yuong”

standard inside the root and in

sa_ncm (nacwmc 'patience' and
caeramb 'to go down'- the fre-

quency of occurrence of the soft

Sound in the position before the
soft is 100% and 38% correspon-

dingly); in the frequently used

Words and in rare (0 6aume 'about

the ribbon' and 06 o6c1cypamne

'about the obscurant' - 95% and

55%); after the hard consonant and

after the vowel (wecmb 'six‘ and

Wepcmb 'the wool‘ - 99% and
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35%); inside the word and in the

beginning of the word

(sacmmumb 'to glaze' and omen/Lo

'glass' — 94% and 68%), etc.
According to orthoepic situation of

the middle of the century it was

possible to suggest that the next

stage of the analyzed process will

level the differences between va—

rious positions and it would lead to

further overcoming. of assimilative

softness. But regardless of expec-

tations of linguists the process of

assimilation is slowing down prolo—

nging the stage of coexistence of

soft/hard variants. The alternation

of the consonant with the zero

sound. The traditional norms of

pronounciation of three and more

consonants with [r, 11] between the

dental sounds or between the

dental and [K] which demanded

the alternation of the middle

sound with zero sound are still

working only for few con—sonant

groups. The tendency for

pronounciation of all sounds in

such combinations affected more

and more consonant groups (emu,

30H,cm.a, mmc, mix, Mme, mix, etc).

Such groups are pronounced With

all sounds in actual phrase posi-

tions when the speakers want to

emphasize some word; in terms; in

rare words; in other cases they are

used without middle sound. The

alternation of the sounds m’: b

l :|. Some Russian mo 5 may e

pflrbnounced with the traditional

variant [m’z] equally with modern

[m1] (eu[>i<’:]amb - eu[.>i<:]amb) to

screech’. The obtained data

revealed that in “young" speech

standard only 15 words are

pronounced with the soft long

consonant, most of these words are

rather rare, and the word afiomcmeu

‘yeast’ is the only one w ich is

used with the soft sound more

frequently than With the hard

one. The alternation of the sounds

iii" ui’ii’. The correla-tion of

se variants in . younger

tgirreieration standard isdxfferent in

different positions. Inside the root

only the sound [iii :] is used

(vi[ni’:]y ‘to look for). But on the
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morpheme boundaries both of the
variants are used (pa[m’:]eca'rb -
pa[ui’q‘]eca'rb ‘to comb’). First of
all the choice of the variant
depends on the type of morpheme
boundary: on the boundaries of
fusion tendency the sound [m’:] is
more probable, but on the boun-
daries of agglutinative tendency
the sound [ul’q’] is used more fre-
quently. The frequency of occur-
rence of sound [m':] on different
morphemic sature are following:
preposition + word (40%); prefix +
root (49%), root + suffix (83%)

VOWELS
The main development tendency

is the simplification of vowel
system, which is manifested in the
increase of phoneme neutralization.

The modern model of phoneme
neutralization in the unstressed
position after the soft consonant is
the following: 4 phonemes out of 5
which constitute the phonemic
system of Russian vowels coincide
in the sound M9] (<a> [u'n3]cu
'cloclsc', <o> [B'M'kua 'spring', <3>
CE'M Ha 'wal ', <M> rc[ Mahatma 'to
s out) and only the phoneme <y>
is [realized in a different way
([JI y]6oeb 'love'). It's known that
<y> is also involving in
neutralization which leads to
absolute simplificaion of the sys—
tem [5, 22]. The obtained data
show that according to the youn-
ger generation standard the pro—
nunciations like [T'Maptbnan instead
of [T'yMbnan 'tuz' ' are very rare.
Such facts mosty occur in the
words where there are conditions
for assimilation with a vowel of
another syllable: [6'14"Ji’i/i9 meub
instead of [6'yJi'M3]meub 'buletirt'.
But there is one position - in the
suffix of the Present Participle -
where the variant [n3] is pronoun-
ced even more frequently than [y]:
1co[.n'n"]utu11 and 1co[Ji'y ml
'thrustirtg', non06a[na]utmi ]ueind
noao6a1 ]utmi 'proper', etc. In
the uns ressed positions after the
hard consonant the neutra -
lizatlon model is more complicated
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- 4 different sounds are pronoun—
ced: [a‘], ['b], [bl], [y] as a realiza-
tion of 5 phonemes. In younger
generation standard we see more
evidence of the increase of neut-
ralization: the phoneme <y> is
being involved in neutralization
a,'fter the hard consonants as well
as after the soft ones (e[z,]6ep-
Homop instead of 2[y]6epuamop
'governor', wmlflxamyp instead of
wm[y]rcamyp 'plasterer'); the re-
placement of unsressed [1:1] by h.)
in all positions except the 1-st
pretonic and the final open syl-
ables (in our experiments the
auditors were unable to dis—
tinguish such pairs of words as
noMOBofi - Obmoaofi, B‘bLDIC‘l‘b -

ebmcamb, mafiuamu-mailnbuuu,

etc., which can be an evidence of

the fact that the speakers pro-
nounced these words in the same
way - 6[1,]./noeoii, BbLQfCI‘elm‘b,

mailuIflmu).

The tendency for neuntralization
is not working in marginal sub-
systems, which is the means of op—
posing them to general system: in

orrowings (n[o]3m ‘poet’), in
terms (fl[o]nema ‘phoneme’), in
interjections ([o]eo), etc.

Other vowel variants which were
analyzed in the present study -
the sounds inthe l—st retonic

syllable after [LU], [9K], [n which
correspond to letter a. At the

beginnin of the century the
sound [b1 ] was pronounced in tahis

osition: otc[bi"]pa 'hcat', w.[b13]r_n
steps'. Nowadays the sound [bl] IS

rep aced by [a ] almost in all the

words (oic[a"] a, w[a1’]zu). But in
some words t e old variant is still

in use (DIC[1>13]./Lem‘b 'to feel sorry,

etc). The comparison of sound

standard of two generations re-
vealed that the number of words

allowing such pronounciation is

decreasing abruptly and we conti-

nue to use sound [1313] mostly 1n
the words in which the sounds [M]
or [a] are in stressed position what

make possible the vowel assimila-

tion (Oaaambislmu 'twertty', olc[b1 ]C'
.mm 'jasmt'ne', etc.
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GRAMMAR FACTORS OF PHO-
NETIC DEVELOPMENT

There are some grammar factors

which can influence the sound
system development: the

tendency for agglutination in

word-building and for analytism

in morphology [2].
The tendency for agglutination is

revealed first of all in the pecu—

liar realization of phonemes in

sandhi which makes the mor-

pheme boundaries more obvious

for speakers. The investigators of

sound speech of the middle of the

century determined the intensifi-

cation of the juncture sygnals role:

there was a contrast between a

phoneme's realization inside the

morphemes and on their bounda-

ries (com are: e[c'.n']u 'if'- [cttn']eea

'to the eft'; [3'M']ex 'a snake' -

a[3#M']em1ma 'to change'; 6py-

ui:']omu22 'made of bars"-

[m'fiq'wmuaamb 'to read from' etc.

But the results of the present

study demonstrated different pic-

ture: in "young" pronuciation stan-
dard the signals of juncture are

becoming less and less important

due to the process of leveling the

sound regularities inside the mor—

pheme and in sandhi (compare:

e[cn']u - [cn']eea; [aM']ex — pc[3M ]e-

Hflmb; 6py[u_i:']amuzi - [111:]umu—

Barns). It doesn't mean that there

is no difference at all between the

realization of phonemes inside the

morpheme and in sandhi but the

contrast is not so vivid as it was

before.
Secondly, the intensification _of

agglutination in Word-building

can show itself in the tendency for

uniform shape of the morpheme.

For example, in "older" standard
there was a renunciation a[3]-
Oymamb 'to c ange one's min , but

ala'jakcamsca 'to drive', xte[3]./ta

she got into‘, but he a'].au 'th got

into', etc. In "young standar the
shape of morphemes in above-

mentioned words is not .
changing: away/name -pa[313]-
rambcu, nefapta -.ne[3].au.
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The tendency for analytism in
morphology is refleced in phonetic

signals of word separateness.
There is a phonetic feature which
is able to manifest the grammar
in,dependency of a word or part
of a word - the absence of vowel

reduction in the unstressed

positions. It may occur: 1) in

prefixes and in first stems of

shortenings, which aspire to have

a status of a separate analytic

word (n[o mesaampa 'the do after

tomorrow; 0[0]O686€‘HH1>L11 before

the dinner'; M[o]c6amc 'Moscow

bank'; [T'e1xmunuM .u 'mim‘murn

of technica knowle ge', etc.) 2) in

unstressed functional words (pre—

positions, conjunctions, particles)

and pronouns (eO[o]m, y/tuuu

'along the street‘; mopos, n[o]

conuue 'it's sunny but cold; M[o]u

6pam 'my brother'. In all these

cases the grammar independence

of the language unit is weakened

but such words and morphemes

are "reminding" of their aspiration

for "sovereignty" by a peculiar

realization of vowels phonemes.
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